Invitation to Euro\TeX\!2007

Euro\TeX\!2007, April 28th until May 2nd, 2007, will be organized jointly by CS TUG, the Czechoslovak \TeX\!Users Group and GUST, the Polish \TeX\!Users Group, at Bachotek, near Brodnica, in northeast of Poland. This is the place where the annual GUST Bacho\TeX\!conferences are organized yearly since 1992. Euro\TeX\!2007 will also be the XV Bacho\TeX\!, hence you might find it to be referred to as the EuroBacho\TeX\!2007 conference.

We are trying to make it easier for you to get there: if justified by the number of passengers, two Euro\TeX\!busses might be organized: one going from the south, from the Czech Republic or perhaps even from Hungary, and one from the west, from Holland. For details watch the conference site. The preliminary motto of the conference is

\TeX\!: Paths to the Future

It seems to be justified by the recent developments which address the current shortcomings of our beloved system. These developments will be presented during the conference and should make it very interesting. In no particular order, they are:

- new pdf \TeX\!release,
- METAPOST v. 1.1,
- a batch of new font families from the new project called \TeX\!Gyre,
- a working version of Omega 2,
- Lua\TeX, 
- Xe\TeX, and
- many more.

Watch the conference site:


where you also can find a Google Maps pointer to the conference location. The site is going to be updated as new information becomes available.

Please consider to contribute papers to make EuroBacho\TeX\!2007 even more interesting. Dates for abstracts and paper submissions will be published soon at the conference web page.

And, of course: put this event into your calendar and then come and join the \TeX\!ies from around Europe and the world. You can not afford to miss it!

Jerzy Ludwichowski
(for the Organizing Committee)